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Conditions on site in Norway have improved slightly as the
snow and ice have cleared but given way to torrential rain.  The
team have been particularly stoic and are continuing
installation on schedule regardless.

The installation of the 10,000Te carousel has reached a critical
juncture with the installation of the centre core, access tower
and gangway ahead of the carousel wall installation in March. 
 
As seen in the image above, the rollers have been added to the
load arms and the remaining walls of the carousel are on the
quayside awaiting installation.  
This is a significant spread with a multitude of components
requiring specialist attention which means having specific
engineers on site. Currently, with the Norwegian government
restrictions remain in place, the team who stayed on site have
been able to return home with strict testing procedures being
adhered to and special processes for those arriving on site. 
 Continuing Covid requirement changes have been a challenge
in managing logistics and testing requirements by the UK based
team but also for the team on site having to extend their length
of stay. 

http://www.maats.co.uk/
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Fabrication of equipment for the upgrade project for an unnamed client in Brazil is fully
underway.  The project will see the installation of a HLS on board an existing pipelay vessel
which will enable the management of alternative products and broaden the scope of projects
that the vessel can be engaged on.

OTHER PROJECTS

The team on site in Poland are nearing the end of the project and plans for commissioning are
being put in place.  As is the same with much of Europe, the weather has tried its best to
hamper proceedings but MAATS engineers have powered through regardless and progress
remains on track.

INTERNAL NEWS

Spring has truly sprung at MAATS Tech as we welcome the newest member to the team.  Project
Manager Jamie Bryson and his wife Debs welcomed baby Alexander on Tuesday 23rd February
weighing in at a knock out 9lb 8oz.  Congratulations to Jamie and Debs.

Team MAATS Welcomes its Newest Member

Recent Appointments

In addition to our new tiniest team member, MAATS welcomes Kevin Lister, Jeremy Swallows and
Tom Price into the fold.  Kevin joins us as Head of Engineering, Jeremy as Project Manager on the
Van Oord/Vard project and Tom as Naval Architect.  All the new team members come from
distinguished engineering backgrounds and have a wealth of experience.  We look forward to
working with them.



MAATS  retain  stand  #101  at  SubseaUK  Expo  for  Feb  2022

Subsequent to the decision to postpone the Subsea UK Expo 2021 until February 2022, MAATS

are pleased to announce they will be exhibiting on stand #101 as per the original plan.  

The company will be displaying the model of the CLV Nexans Aurora which, by that time, will

have been completed and engaged on its first contract on the SeaGreen Offshore Wind Farm

project.  The fabrication of equipment for the new build Van Oord vessel, announced in the

February issue, will be well underway and the MAATS team will be on the stand, ready to

discuss  the services that MAATS offer.  

Put it in your diaries, 22nd-24th February 2022, see you there.
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EVENTS

MAATS are currently recruiting for 2 positions within the increasingly busy engineering team.
Mechanical Design Engineer and Tendering Engineer.  

More information on both positions can be found on our website Careers page,
https://www.maats.co.uk/about-us/careers/.

Recruitment Opportunities



S P E C I A L I S T  A N A L Y S I S  C A P A B I L I T Y  -  O R C A F L E X
 

In  this  case  study,  the  MAATS  team  were  tasked  to  design  and  analyse  a  novel

carousel  spool ing  system.  Space  above  the  carousel  was  constrained  by  the  deck

above  which  required  a  digression  f rom  conventional  spool ing  systems.  Orcaf lex

was  used  to  ident i fy ,  assess  and  demonstrate  the  most  eff ic ient  and  cost  effect ive

solut ion.

MAATS  FEA  Consultancy  are  ski l led  in  a  wide  range  of  analysis  techniques  which

is  essential  for  providing  the  signif icant  capabi l i ty  of  the  department.  The

Consultancy  is  involved  with  the  analysis  of  cable  lay  equipment  design.   Optimal

design  ensures  the  best  deck  arrangement  for  vessels ,  for  instance.  

The  simulat ion  al lowed  MAATS  engineers  to  predict  the  bending  radius  of  the

product  and  the  interface  loads  with  the  deck  equipment.  The  loads  were  then

used  to  design  the  spool ing  arm,  deck  rol lers  and  loading  tensioner .  The

simulat ion  also  ident i f ied  the  optimum  feed  in  and  carousel  speeds,  rais ing

eff ic iency  and  ease  of  use  for  the  operator .

The  MAATS  engineers  were  then  able  to  work  closely  with  the  cl ient  to  develop

the  ideal  deck  arrangement  for  the  work  scope  of  the  vessel  .  

CASE STUDY
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MAATS  engineers  use  Orcaf lex  to  model  and  assess  the  response  of  systems  to

their  harsh  and  complex  environments,  for  both  ‘on -deck ’  and  subsea  scenarios.  


